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Name: 
 

What is solar power? 
 

 

 

Qu 1: Can solar panels be placed on walls as well as on roofs?...................................... 

Qu 2: By 2050 scientists say what percentage (%) of the world’s electricity will be solar 

powered?........ 

Qu 3: What are some of the items that can be powered by solar?................................ 
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In 1839 Alexandre Edmond Becquerel discovered the photovoltaic effect which explains how 

electricity can be generated from sunlight. 

 
 

Qu 4: What does PV stand for?.............................................. 

Qu 5: What does a Photovoltaic system do?........................................... 

 

Rainbow Power Company - History 
Rainbow Power Company Ltd is an unlisted public company, incorporated in 1987 to design, 

manufacture, sell and install renewable energy equipment based on solar, wind and hydro energy 

sources (no longer specialising in Hydro (water) or Wind). 

6. Qu: When did Rainbow Power Company (RPC) first start business?................................................. 

7. Qu: What does RPC stand for?..................................................................... 

8. Qu: Does RPC currently offer renewable energy solutions using hydro power or wind power?.... 

9. Qu: Does ‘Hydro’ refer to sun? wind? or water?................................................................... 

We at the Rainbow Power Company are employed in an industry with a primary objective of turning 

the tide away from environmental destruction and towards environmental harmony. We frequently 

hear businesses claim that they hold environmental concerns above all else, but often this attitude is 

taken in order to increase sales and may only be a public relations façade. 

Nimbin Community Solar Farm 
A partnership project between the Nimbin Neighbourhood and Information Centre and RPC.  The 45 

kilowatt (kW) Solar Farm was installed on the rooftops of six community-owned buildings; 

 Nimbin Community Centre 

 Nimbin Bowling Center 

 Nimbin Community School Cooperative 

 Nimbin Headers Sports Club 

 Nimbin School of Arts 

 Blue Knob Gallery 

http://www.rpc.com/
mailto:sales@rpc.com.au
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http://www.nimbinweb.com.au/resources/school_of_arts.htm
http://www.blueknobgallery.com/
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The solar farm (which generates 61,000 kilowatt hours (kWh) per annum- which is the equivalent of 

23 average households) makes Nimbin one of the most energy conscious communities in Australia. 

10. Qu: Who did Rainbow Power Company partner with for this project?.........................................  

11. Qu: How many kWh does the solar farm generate per annum?..............................................  

 

Energy Content of Sunlight 
Sunlight has an energy content of 1 kW (1,000 watts) per square metre. The typical Solar Panel today 
achieves between 10% (amorphous solar panels) and 18% (poly/mono-crystalline solar panels) 
conversion. The theoretical maximum efficiency of a silicon cell is about 21%. Using a more costly 
technology 31% conversion has been achieved. 

What to expect from a Solar Panel 
A single 190 watt solar panel (24V) should produce about 5.5 amps under sunny conditions. Each day of 
reasonable sunshine you should expect about 26 amp-hours from one such panel (based on solar 
radiation data for north coast NSW). You need to take into account the number of consecutive days when 
you may not see much sun, and allow for this by having a large enough solar array and battery bank to tide 
you over through such periods. 

Solar Rebates & Feed-in Tariffs – Federal Rebates 
Since 1st January 2011 Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) are called Small-scale Technology 

Certificates or STCs. 

Your solar, wind or hydro system is entitled to a number of STCs. Rainbow Power will offer you an 

up-front discount when you assign your STCs to us. Most people take this option. 

12. Qu: What does STC’s stand for? ………………………………………………………………… 

Solar Panels  
RPC proudly supply top quality solar panels from 3.6 to 360 watts. For our residential or commercial 

power systems we recommend solar panels from either Trina Solar or SunPower (SunPower solar 

panels are guaranteed for performance and workmanship for 25 years). 

13. Qu: What are the two brands of solar panel that RPC recommend using for residential or 

commercial power systems?............... 

14. Qu: How long is the guarantee (performance and workmanship) on SunPower solar panels?......... 

 
Renewable Energy storage Batteries Batteries for solar or other home 

power systems are called deep cycle batteries. Some even refer to them as Solar Batteries or re-

chargeable batteries.  

Less common methods of solar energy storage include molten salts and the thermal mass system. 

http://www.rpc.com/
mailto:sales@rpc.com.au
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Design a solar power system for you home  
15. Qu: Which of the following best looks like your home power usage? (Small? Medium? Large?) 

 
Residential Off-Grid Solar Systems and On-Grid Solar Systems 
Rainbow Power Company can supply Off Grid, stand-alone solar power solutions for those who are 

not able or willing to be connected to Australia's aging electricity grid. 
Alternatively, reduce your power bills and CO2 output with a grid connected solar power system. Be 

part of the energy revolution, upgrade your PV system with a Home Battery and turn your house into 

a 24/7 power station.  

 

 

Small 

   

16. Qu: What is the Daily Total Watt Hours of this load profile?............................... 

17. Qu: In Watt Hours which item/s takes the least amount of power?................Which item/s take 

the most power?..........................................(not including answers of a zero value) 
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Medium

 

(16)Qu: What is the Daily Total Watt Hours of this load profile?.................................... 

(17)Qu: In Watts, which item/s takes the least amount of power?................Which item/s take the most 

power?.......................................... 
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                       Large 

            

(16)Qu: What is the Daily Total Watt Hours of this load profile?.................................... 

(17)Qu: In Watts, which item/s takes the least amount of power?................Which item/s take the 

most?............ 

http://www.rpc.com/
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Residential Grid Connect Systems 
To get the right size solar system it is advisable to investigate your energy consumption using your 

electricity bill and/or power meters. Keep in mind that only daytime power usage can be offset with 

solar. 

 

Measuring your power meter 
All electricity meters have a unique number which matches the meter number displayed on your bill. 

Every accoun5t has a NMI (National Meter Identifier) which is used by the meter service provider to 

identify the meter. 

 

18. Qu: What does NMI stand for?......................................................................................................... 
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(below) Analogue and then digital electricity meters 

 

 

19. Qu: What is your Morning reading:……………………………………………………… 

20. Qu: What is your Evening reading:……………………………………………………….. 
 

Sizing the battery for Grid-Connected solar (residential/home use) 

A typical Aussie household ("working family") only uses about 30% of its total energy needs during 

sunshine hours. So a Home Battery sized to offset most, if not all of your energy needs should be 

around 70% of your daily consumption (in kWh).  

The batteries serve two purposes: 

1. Increase self-consumption 

2. Provide backup during grid failure 
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21. Qu: Out of 100%, how much energy does a typical Aussie family use during sunshine 

hours?................................................ 

 

22. Qu: What size (in kW) system would suit a family of 2?...............................From what price can 

that system be purchased? $................................ 

 

23. Qu: What about a family of 4?................................... From what price can that system be 

purchase? $...... 

 

24. Qu: What about a family of 5?................................. From what price can that system be 

purchased? $...... 

 

25. Qu: which two items were mentioned above as examples of high power consuming household 

items that may ‘spike’ your power usage? ITEM 1……………..ITEM 2…………………………….. 
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26. Qu: Can you find the words in the word finder? 
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27. Qu: Can you fill out the crossword?  

 
 

 

28. Qu: Name one thing that you learnt today about solar power?......................................... 

 

29. Qu: In what year did Alexandre Edmond Becquerel discovered the photovoltaic effect?............ 
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30. Qu: Is ‘stand-alone’ another word for Grid-Connected or Off-Grid solar power?................ 
DRAW YOUR SOLAR POWERED HOME/BIKE/CAR/BOAT/PLANET/DREAM-whatever inspires you! 
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ANSWERS 

1. Yes 

2. 25% 

3. Cars, watches, fridges, radios, ovens, air conditioners 

4. Photovoltaic 

5. Convert light energy directly into electricity 

6. 1987 

7. Rainbow Power Company 

8. No 

9. Water 

10. Nimbin neighbourhood and information Centre 

11. 61,000 

12. Small-scale Technology Certificates 

13. Trina Solar or SunPower. 

14. 25 years 

15. (Answer is either ‘small’ ‘medium’ or ‘large’) 

16. (Answer is either 4625 or 5915 or 6745) 

17. (Not including answers of a zero value) fridge and DVD 

18. National Meter Identifier 

19. Morning reading is…………….student must fill in 

20. Evening reading is ……………….student must fill in 

21. 30% 

22. 3.6kW and $5699 

23. 4.8 kW and $6635 

24. 6.0 kW and $7485 

25. Kettle and vacuum cleaner 

26. Complete the word finder 

27. Complete the crossword. Bonus Challenge 1. Rechargeable batteries 2. Molten salts 3. Thermal mass system. 

28. One thing the student learnt today…student to fill in 

29. 1839 

30. Off-Grid 
 

Notes: 
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